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At Astwood Bank Primary School we believe that Art and Design is a vital part of the education of all children. The child’s use and understanding of the visual 
language of art needs to be developed by effective teaching and by a considered sequence of experiences. The school’s aim is to provide an art curriculum 

which will enable each child to reach their full potential in learning in art, through investigating and making, through research and the development of skills 
and through their evaluation of their own art and that made by others. At Astwood Bank Primary School we believe Art and Design activity enriches children’s 
learning and enables them to communicate their thoughts, ideas and observations in a practical and expressive way. In talking about art and evaluating their 
own and others’ work, children are encouraged to develop their visual language, ideas and feelings. Through experience of a variety of materials, tools and 
techniques children have the opportunity to record creatively the world around them. 
 
Purpose of study and Aims: 
 
Our curriculum intent includes planned opportunities to ensure all children:  
✓ Produce creative work, exploring their ideas and recording their experiences.  

✓ Ensure a love and desire to learn art and design. 
✓ Become resilient, positive, aspirational learners.  
✓ Develop ‘pupil voice’ and children as leaders in their learning. 
✓ Close all learning gaps. 
✓ Develop ambitious vocabulary choices. 
✓ Develop a voice to promote change and a confidence to speak out about issues that are important to us. 
✓ Develop the social, moral, spiritual and cultural development of all our learners. 
✓ Develop mastery skills by engaging in repetition and practice activities. 
✓ Become proficient in drawing, painting, sculpture and other art, craft and design techniques. 
✓ Evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of art, craft and design. 

✓ Know about great artists, craft makers and designers, and understand the historical and cultural development of their art forms. 
✓ Have entitlement to a broad and balanced, enriching curriculum. 
✓ Enjoy an active involvement in art, craft and design. 

✓ Have the confidence as well as the skills and experience necessary to communicate their ideas through their artwork. 
✓ Have the opportunities to experience a broad and balanced range of art activities and show progression within these experiences. 
✓ Have opportunities to learn about art from different times and cultures. 
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✓ Become visually literate and able to identify and apply the key elements of art. 
✓ All pupils will be given equal access to the experience of the art regardless of the gender, race or disability. 

 
Art and Design Impact 
 
Art and Design learning is loved by teachers and pupils across school. Teachers have high expectations and more quality evidence can be presented in a variety 
of ways. All children use technical vocabulary accurately and pupils are expected to know, apply and understand the matters, skills and processes specified. 
Children improve their enquiry skills and inquisitiveness about the world around them, and their impact through art and design on the world. Children will 
become more confident in analysing their work and giving their opinion on their own and other works of art. Children show competences in improving their 

resilience and perseverance by continually evaluating and improving their work. All children in school can speak confidently about their art and design work 
and their skills. 
 
Art and Design Curriculum Implementation:  
 
The Art and Design curriculum follows the National Curriculum objectives for each year group, long term planning grids ensure all objectives are covered over 
the course of the year. In some year groups, a topic might be covered more than once to deepen knowledge and skills. Some topics are also covered within the 
different years, using the art and design objective sheet staff can see what has been taught before and what will be taught after. In EYFS art and design is taught 
through their topic work throughout the half term. In KS1 and KS2 Art and Design is taught each half term as part of a focussed lesson on Art or linked to the 
class topic.  

 
Early Years – Early Learning Goals 

During Early Years pupils will have the opportunity to develop creativity and imagination through activities designed to expl ore colour, texture, form, shape 
and space in two and three dimensions. They begin to explore and investigate the visual tactile and sensory qualities of materials and processes. They begin to 
use colour and shape. They begin to investigate and explore the use of pattern and texture to represent feelings and ideas.  
 
Key stage 1 Pupils should be taught:  

• to use a range of materials creatively to design and make products  

• to use drawing, painting and sculpture to develop and share their ideas, experiences and imagination  
• to develop a wide range of art and design techniques in using colour, pattern, texture, line, shape, form and space 

• to learn about the work of a range of artists, craft makers and designers, describing the differences and similarities between different practices and 
disciplines, and making links to their own work. 

• to start to use a sketch book to record their observations, and develop techniques and skills. 
 
 
 



Key stage 2  
Pupils should be taught to develop their techniques, including their control and their use of materials, with creativity, experimentation and an increasing 

awareness of different kinds of art, craft and design. Pupils should be taught: 
• to create sketch books to record their observations and use them to review and revisit ideas to improve their mastery of art and design techniques, 

including drawing, painting and sculpture with a range of materials [for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, clay]  

• To learn about great artists, architects and designers in history.  
Curriculum objectives are split by the Key Stages and planning is linked to themes. There are clear objectives for each year group for each half term. 

 
Equal Opportunities 
 
All children regardless of cultural background, gender or ability will have the same access to the Art and Design curriculum and will be given the opportunity to 
join in with all activities. Art and Design is taught in a cross-curricular way and teachers provide work that is stimulating, challenging and inclusive for all children. 
 
Resources 
Art and Design resources are organised centrally in a storeroom. They are reviewed, maintained and updated regularly by the subject lead. There are a range 
of different resources to support with all art and design learning objectives. There are a range of books in our library to support all topic areas. 
 

Health and Safety 
 
This policy needs to be read alongside our Health and Safety Policy and the Educational Visits Policy. 
 

Assessment 
 
Assessment for learning is a powerful means of helping each teacher to tailor their teaching to get the best progress for each child. Each unit of work starts 
with an assessment of prior knowledge and what skills they will be learning. It ends with an assessment of what they have lea rned, and the children will be 
judged on whether they are meeting expected levels of development, or if they are exceeding expected levels, or not yet reaching expected levels (‘emerging’). 
The children also have opportunities to self and peer assess against the success criteria. 

 
Monitoring 
 
The Art and Design subject leader is responsible for: 

• Monitoring the standard of work and the quality of teaching in Art and Design. 

• Reviewing and updating resources. 
• Being informed about current developments in the subject. 

• Developing assessment to ensure progression and continuity. 



 



 



 



 



 


